Small Group Protocol - Praying for/Assisting With Physical Healings
*Share Any Testimonies That Have Come In - Thank The Lord For Those
Healings
1. Praise the Lord regarding the Ephesians prayer, the Name of Jesus or
any Biblical promise.
2. One person leads out Praying the Ephesians prayer - Ephesians 1:17-23 over
everyone regarding PRAYING FOR PHYSICAL HEALINGS. Everyone should be
lifting their voices praying in tongues while leader is praying in English. Each week a
different person should lead out so all have a turn. We are praying this prayer over
ourselves as prayers so the Holy Spirit can lead, teach, and guide us into the ways He
helps people obtain healing.
3. STOP
4. Read out loud the name of each PERSON ON THE LIST AND THE HEALING
THEY ARE BELIEVING FOR.
5. Start again and now the leader prays Ephesians 1:17–23 FOR THE NAMES ON
THE LIST that their eyes would be enlightened, etc. - pray the entire prayer for the
list ALTOGETHER. Other prayers should be lifting their voices in tongues and agreeing
out loud with everything the leader is praying. Other prayers should be like a
cheerleader alongside leader.
6. Pray for 20 - 30 minutes. Pray both in English and in tongues.
*As the leader if there are more scriptures that come up in your heart to pray in your
understanding go for it and do it before everyone hits tongues.
* If a certain person on the list comes up stronger – then deferred to one another and
help them pray for that person. We have already agreed in English and so that is strong
agreement – however certain individuals you might be led to pray in tongues over.
Deferred to one another if people come on prayers hearts.
Be conscious to defer and hook up with each others. By faith, “test who has the ball
right now”.
7. After 20 - 30 minutes - leader needs to begin thanking the Lord for what you
have just prayed scripturally and for the rhema utterances the Lord granted.
Everyone should lift their hands and begin shouting. Spend some time with scriptures
thanking the Lord that these believers are having their eyes in lightened and they are
experiencing exceeding greatness of the power of God in their bodies right now!!!! We
thank you father that the same spirit that raised Christ from the dead is right now
quickening their mortal bodies! They are grasping the truth that they have already been

healed by his stripes 2000 years ago! They will live and not die and declare the works of
the Lord! They will run the race and they will finish their course! They are bone of our
bone and flesh of our flash and we will not let this part of the body of Christ go for Wii is
the body of Christ say our body is healed! We don’t lose one member! Once again the
prayers should be helping the leader rejoice. They need to be shouting, they need to be
“amen-ing” . As we learned to flow together like this we touch the corporate united
anointing which is the strongest anointing the body of Christ will ever know! As Jesus
walked the earth in his body people were healed, the dead were raised, signs wonders
and miracles will rock. We now as the glorified body of Christ – his fullness – we will
have a greater works and moore works because we are his body in the earth today!
Again, The corporate annoying to use the strongest anointing the body of Christ will
ever experience!
8. Let everyone share what they got.
9. Everyone writes down what they got in their own journals- write the date on it.
10. Reshelve journal.
11. End at top of the hour

*We need a person to check on people who have asked for prayer and compile
testimonies.

*Ways people get healed:
1. People individually search out scriptures for themselves, stand on those
scriptures, manifest their own healings. This is necessary for every Christian
seeking healing. If for some reason there is a problem receiving - the next steps are
employed. THESE SUPPLEMENTAL STEPS ARE THE EXCEPTION AND NOT
THE NORM. THOSE CHRISTIANS THAT DO NOT MANIFEST THEIR HEALINGS
ARE THE EXTREME EXCEPTION. EVERY CHRISTIAN CAN EASILY MANIFEST
THE HEALING GOD PAID FOR THEM BY SIMPLY STANDING ON THE WORD
AND BELIEVING NO MATTER WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE OR FEELS LIKE.
2. Prayer groups and or other Christians AGREE IN THEIR UNDERSTANDING THEY AGREE WITH THE INDIVIDUALS FAITH - AN INTELLECTUAL
AGREEMENT IN THE UNDERSTANDING THAT THAT INDIVIDUAL IS HEALED.
Once this is prayed - it is done.
3. Prayer groups pray in the Spirit to seek God as to why the individual is not
manifesting and what if any adjustments need to be made. These prayers or
ministers may also be asking for a manifestation of the gifts of the Spirit. I.e.
working of miracles, gift of faith, etc.
*AGAIN - HAVING TO SEEK ADDITIONAL PRAYER OUTSIDE THE INDIVIDUAL’S
FAITH IS THE EXCEPTION. EVEN WITH ADDITIONAL PRAYER SUPPLEMENTS
LIKE STEPS 2 AND 3, THESE STILL ONLY WORK IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
INDIVIDUAL’S FAITH. BOTTOM LINE - IT IS ALWAYS NECESSARY FOR THE
INDIVIDUAL TO GET INTO FAITH. SUPPLEMENTAL PRAYER LIKE STEPS 2 AND
THREE ARE THE EXCEPTION.
**WITH REGARD TO AGREEMENT OR PRAYER FOR AN UNBELIEVER FOR
HEALING - AS ODD AS IT SOUNDS - YOU CAN ALMOST GET IT FOR THEM
EVERY TIME. 😳 YES IT IS TRUE. IT IS BECAUSE PHYSICAL HEALING IS THE
DINNER BELL FOR THE PREACHING OF THE GOSPEL. HEALING GOES HAND IN
HAND WITH EVANGELISM. IT HELPS TO PREACH THE GOSPEL. HOWEVER,
ONCE THESE INDIVIDUALS GET SAVED THEY ARE REQUIRED TO BEGIN TO
WALK BY FAITH AND EVEN LIVE BY FAITH. IT’S JUST THE WAY IT IS.
***THIS TYPE OF SUPPLEMENTAL PRAYER IS NOT TO GRASP A HEALING FOR
SOMEONE BUT TO AID THE INDIVIDUAL’S FAITH FOR THEM TO GRASP AND
MANIFEST THEIR HEALING. WE CANNOT VIOLATE THAT INDIVIDUALS
AUTHORITY. WE CANNOT MAKE PEOPLE GET HEALED. IF WE HAD THAT
AUTHORITY WE WOULD NOT WASTE IT ON PHYSICAL HEALING - WE WOULD

MAKE EVERYBODY GET SAVED FIRST. GOD DOES NOT MAKE ANYONE DO
ANYTHING. NEITHER DO WE.
FOR EXAMPLE:
There was a pastor that invited Brother Hagin to speak at his church. Brother Hagin did
not really want to go - especially because he knew that the pastor did not agree with
Word of Faith teaching. He did not agree with Brother Hagin. Brother Hagin had also
known by the spirit that if that pastor did not make changes - he would die early. (I don’t
know if the pastor had a diagnosis that he was already sick or that he had an attitude
that was wrong and would not repent of it. Either way - Brother Hagin had some sort of
witness that this pastor would die if he didn’t change his attitude either toward faith
teaching that would get him healed or that he would just not relinquish a bad attitude
toward brother hagin - not sure. Suffice it to say - the man needed to make some kind of
change.)
Anyway so Brother Hagin agreed to come to the church. He did a couple of weeks of
meetings. THE PASTOR OF THE CHURCH NEVER CAME TO ONE MEETING. (This
is highly unusual and unorthodox.) Meeting after meeting went by until it was the last
couple of days of the meetings. Brother Hagin hoped that if he could get the pastor to
attend the last few services he could get faith into the man and help him make any
changes necessary to help him live. Brother Hagin was so desperate he decided to talk
to the man’s wife.
Brother Hagin told her that he had a witness that her husband would die unless he got
into the services, got into faith and made some adjustment. The wife answered him
back, “Yes I know he is going to die unless he makes changes - I was really hoping he
would come to your meetings so he could live - hear faith preached - believe for his
healing and make adjustments on his attitude toward word of faith teaching.” This
stunned Brother Hagin.
Finally on the last day of the meetings, Brother Hagin met with the pastor. He told him
he should get into the last meetings so his faith could be built up. He went ahead and
told him that if he did not make some changes - he would die.
The pastor answered him, “Oh i totally know I’m going to die.” Brother Hagin was
shocked. The man went on to tell him, “I just brought you here so that the people could
hear Word of Faith teaching. I used to not agree with you regarding Word of Faith
teaching - I would say that from the pulpit too. But I changed what I thought and I know
you are right. HOWEVER - I WOULD NEVER STAND UP AND ADMIT I WAS WRONG
TO THE PEOPLE. SO I KNOW I AM GOING TO DIE.
He died. l
In this situation - not matter how many prayer groups prayed - THERE WAS NOTHING
TO AGREE WITH HIM ON BECAUSE FIRST OF ALL HE WAS READY TO DIE AND

SECOND OF ALL HE WAS UNWILLING TO MAKE AN ADJUSTMENT. THERE WAS
NO AGREEMENT THERE.
The truth of the matter is that there are Christians everywhere that say they are
believing that they are healed, but, they are unwilling to get into the Word, unwilling to
take the steps of confession and literal steps God gives them. Christians that are
unwilling to make adjustments like forgiveness can forfeit their healing. Christians that
are willing to go to the doctor and take Christians who have been sick so long that truly
their identity is wrapped up in the sickness - special financial benefits they receive,
relationships based on sympathy, etc. Their entire world would change should they
manifest their healing. Some Christians would rather go to flower shows on Sunday
morning that come hear the Word regarding healing at church. Some - despite a
terminal diagnosis want to watch movies instead of listening to audio teaching on
healing. Some would rather do things that drown out their fear of not being healed
rather than building their faith that would chase away fear AND HEAL THEIR BODY.
It is not our job to make them believe - it is our job to HELP THEM by making
tremendous power available to HELP THEM STEP OVER INTO FAITH. We don’t do it
for them - WE HELP THEM VIA THEIR OWN FAITH TO GRAB THAT HEALING AND
MANIFEST IT.
And, we do that all the time!!!!
Brother Hagin said that if people are having trouble receiving - PRAY EPHESIANS
1:17-23 FOR THEM! THEY WILL SEE IT AND GET IT FOR THEMSELVES.

